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Preparing to Leave/Arizona Schedule
Dear Friends,

and helped us
In less than 4 weeks we leave our home earn around
$1000 at our
in Florida. We have been planning for
garage sale. He
the overseas move, selling and getting
also provided a
rid of at least half of our belongings,
fantastic family
saying goodbyes to friends and
coworkers, and finishing up school. Each from the Jesus
Film team
day is packed full of work and activity.
to rent our Rachel had her last ballet
recital in Orlando.
On June 21st
townhome
Ingrid and the for at least the first year of our
kids will be
assignment. God continues to
flying to
put the pieces together for our
Arizona. My
move. Thank you for praying for
brother and I
us and being a part of this new
will be driving journey.
It took a while to sort through all
out on the
our books.
We would really appreciate your
same day
prayers that we receive the green
carrying some things back to Arizona
light to leave for Hungary on July
that we will keep in storage there. I
7th.
should arrive in Arizona on June 23rd.
Our entire family will be together in
Arizona from
In Christ,
June 23rd—July
7th. Our plan is
to fly to
JR Peck for the whole Peck
Budapest from
family.
Phoenix on July
7th.

Garage sale helpers staying out
of the sun.

The Lord was
gracious to us
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Prayer Requests:
 On June 17th our
things will be packed
in a container and will
be shipped to
Budapest. Pray that
all goes well and we
can fit the things that
we will need.
 Praise God with us that
we have raised 96% of
our monthly support
and have just 4% to go.
 Pray for our children as
they adjust to the idea
of leaving Florida.
 Pray we can find time
to engage in learning
Hungarian.
 Pray for safe travel to
Arizona for Ingrid and
the kids as they fly and
my brother and I as we
drive.

Read more about our
ministry at
http://ThePeckFamily.us
Or at our Facebook Group,
In Mission with JR and Ingrid
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